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Let K be any field of characteristic 22. Let L 1 K be a Galois extension 
with Galois group isomorphic to a subgroup G of the alternating group 
A,, with n 24. We give explicitly the solutions to a solvable em~dding 
problem of the type G -+ G = Gal(L / K), where G is the preimage of G in 
the double cover a,, of A,,. This generalizes a result of Witt [9, Section VI] 
and answers a question raised by Serre in [S]. 
Let E j K be a separable xtension of K of degree n. Let i? be a separable 
closure of, li;; let L be the Galois closure of E in 1% If (u, , z+, . . . . u,) is a 
K-basis of E and @ = {s,, s2, . . . . s,) denotes the set of K-embeddings of E 
into K, the matrix 
satisfies 
M”M= (TrEI K(U;Uj)). (2) 
Let Q be the standard quadratic form of K", QE the quadratic form 
X-P Tr,, K(~2) attached to E 1 K, and let us denote by C(Q) and C(QE) 
their Clifford algebras. For a Clifford algebra C, we denote by C+ and 
C- its even and odd part, respectively. The decomposition C = C+ @C- 
gives C a Z,l2Z-graded algebra structure. We denote by /I the only 
antiautomorphism of C whose restriction to the vector space is the identity; 
we define the spin norm of an element x in C by N(x) = p(x)x. 
We choose in L" the canonical basis (et, e2, . . . . e,), in E&I K L the basis 
( Ul, f$, ..f, uJ, and consider the isomorphism 
f:L"+EOxL 
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attached to the matrix M‘-’ in these bases. Let Yi=f(ei), 1 < i<n. Because 
of (21, it tilts Q&“(x))= Qf 1 f x or each vector x in L” and, therefore, f
extends to an isomorphism from C,(Q) = C(Q) OR L into Ct(QE) = 
C(Q,) OIcL that will also be denoted by f: 
For an element s in G and a morphism 4 from L” into E BgK L, we define 
qP as usual by 
#“(x) = c#w-‘w, for xEL”. 
If A is the matrix attached to 4, A” is then the matrix attached to 4”. 
A representative of the element in H’(G, O,(K)) associated to QE is the 
l-cocycle s -P f ‘fs, and we have 
CYf%9 = es(i), 1 <i<n. (3) 
According to [.5,2.3], we can view 2, as a subgroup of 
Spin,(K) 2: (XE Ci(Q)*/x(R”)x-’ c K” and N(X) = 1> 
and, furthermore, a set of representatives x, of G in G satisfies 
X,yeiXAT ’ = e,(i), l<iid?Z. (4) 
We choose a fixed x, with x , = 1 and take the corresponding factor set 
a s, 1 = xsx,x,‘. (5) 
A solution to the embedding problem will be a field L(y”“) for an 
element y in L* satisfying 
y”=b& for SEG, 
where 6, lies in L* and b,bfb, ’ = a, f. 
The general solution is then L((ryj”2), where r runs through K*/K*~. 
The following result is taken from [7, Theorem 4.21. 
PR~F~SITION 1. If the embedding problem i: --) G % Gal( L ) K) is solvable, 
then there exists an invertible element c in Cj+(Q,) such that 
h: ei + C-~V~C 
defines a Z/2Z-graded algebras isomorphism from C(Q) into C(QE). 
Proof We may find elements 6, in L* such that 
b,b:b,’ = a,,. 
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So s + b,‘x, is a l-cocycle of G with values in Cl(Q)*. Now, as 
H’(G, CL(Q)*) = 0 [6, X, Section 1, Exercise 21, we get b; ‘a-, = ctc(F for 
a certain element a in C:(Q)*. 
Now, because of (3) and (4), we have 
a-Sf-“(x)aS = apifel(x)a 
for each x in CL(QE), and so the isomorphism !P from CL(QE) into C,(Q) 
defined by 
Y(x) = a-‘f-‘(x)a, x E C,(Q,), 
takes G-invariant elements into G-invariant elements, i.e., restricts to an 
isomorphism 
‘F: 48~) --, CtQ,. 
The element a being even, g maps C’(QE) into C”(Q) and C-(QE) into 
C-(Q). By putting c=f(a)-‘, we get 
P’(ei) = c-~Y~c. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. If the embedding problem e--+ G ‘v Cal(L 1 K) is 
solvable, there exists a ZJ2Z-graded algebras isomorphism g from C(Q) into 
C( QE) such that the element z of Ct (Q,), 
z= z Vp)~~..~~W~...W~W~, 
q-0, I 
where wi = g(e,), 1 < i < n, is invertible and satisfies 
N(z)’ = b:N(z), 
(6) 
where b, lies in L* and b, b; bS; ’ = a,,,, for the 2-cocycle a,, chosen above. 
Proof: Let g be a Z/2Zgraded algebras isomo~hism from C(Q) into 
C(Q&; let wi = g(e,), 1~ i < n. If the element z defined in the proposition 
is 0, let us change wr to - wr and form z again. if the new z is also zero, 
we will have 
c V”: . . . u”,“w;. . . wg=o. 
6, = 0, 1 
We change then w1 to - w2 and repeat the process. By iteration we would 
get v,w, =0, which is not possibie as vn and w, are both invertible. We 
reach then a nonzero z by changing as many wi as necessary to -wi. 
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From (6), we get 
viz = zwi, 1 Qi<n. (7) 
Now let c and h be as in Proposition 1. If n is even, we can apply the 
Skolem-Nother theorem to C(QE) [3, V, 2.51 and get 
h(e,) = a-‘g(ei)a, 1 <i<?.Z, 
for an invertible element (I in C(QE). Then zac-’ lies in the center of 
CL(QE) and so in L. As z is nonzero, it is invertible. When n is odd [3, V, 
2.41, we deal with the restrictions of h and g to C’(Q). 
Let yS=f(xS), for SE G. From (7) and taking into account that w; = wit 
we now get 
ys-‘zswi= (y,‘uf y,) y;‘zs. (8) 
Further, Relation (3) and the fact that e, is G-invariant yield 
us = Us(,), 1 <i<n. (9) 
Hence yJp ‘zSwi = vi v; ’ ’ z . Together with (7), this implies that the element 
b, = y;‘z”z-’ lies in the center of CL(QE) and so in L [4, 54 : 41. The 
identity 
gives rise to 
(zz-s)(zz-r)s (zz-y = 1 
b,b;b,’ =ys-‘ytSysr. 
From (4) and (9) we get 
Y,Y,YJ’ =y: 
and so 
b,b:b,’ = a, ,. 
Taking into account N(y,) = 1, from zSz-’ = b, y, we get the equality 
N(z)” = bjN(z). fi 
Since the basis { w;l . . . w”,” >E, = O, i of C,( QE) is G-invariant, we may now 
state: 
THEOREM 3. Any nonzero coordinate y of N(z) in the basis 
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M’ -+3e,=o 1 of C&L-) P 
problem 6 -+ G ‘1 Gal(L I K). 
rovides a solution to the solvable embedding 
Let us now assume that QE is K-equivalent to a quadratic form of the 
type 
Q,= -(x:+x:+ **. +x;)+x;+l+ *‘. +x;. 
The embedding problem is then solvable if and only if q = 0 (mod 4). 
We shall see now that, in this case, an element y providing the general 
solution to the embedding problem can be calculated in terms of matrices, 
Let us examine first the case QEw Q over K. 
THEOREM 4. If QE is K-equivalent o the standard quadratic form Q, then 
there exists a matrix P in GL(n, K) such that 
P’(Tr,, ,(z~,u~))P= f and det( MP + I) # 0. 
Then y = det(MP -t I) provides a solution to the embedding problem. 
Proof Let P in GL(n, K) be such that 
and let us denote by g the isomorphism from K” into E attached to P and 
the extended Z/2Z-graded algebras isomorphism from C(Q) into C(QE). 
Let wi = g(e,) and assume P is chosen so that z is nonzero. 
Let us see first that N(z) lies in L*. Because of the ~-invariance of wi and 
ujr we get from (7) 
WjN(Z)Wi= WiB(Z) ZWj=B(ZWj) ZWi 
= /?(ViZ) vi.2 = P(z) vfz = N(z), 
so that N(z) lies in L* [4, 54:4]. 
Let us now calculate N(z). Using (7) again, we get 
Each summand in this last term has the same L-component as z and so 
N(z) = 2”( L-component of z). 
Now, each summand of z has the shape 
vj,vj2--.vikw. ‘.Wi2W. ik 1, ’ 1 < i, < i, . -. < ik < n, 
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and its L-component is the minor of MP corresponding to the rows and 
columns indices i, , iz, . . . . ik. (Just take into account that the columns of 
MP are the coordinates of wl, w2, . . . . w, in the basis (v,, Ye, . . . . 0,)). Thus 
N(z) = 2” det(MP + I). 1 
For n = 4, 5, the condition QE N Q over K is equivalent to the solvability 
of the embedding problem [5, 3.21. 
EXAMPLE. Let E be a biquadratic extension of a field K of characteristic 
# 2. We write E = K(u,, u2, us) with UT = USE K*, i = 1, 2, 3, and 
U, u2u3 = 1. The Galois group Z/22 x Z/22 of E / K is isomorphic to a sub- 
group G of A, and we have G N H,, the quaternion group [S, 3.21. The 
em~dding problem associated to Hs + G N Gal(E 1 K) is solvable if and 
only if QE is K-equivalent to the standard quadratic form Q. By taking the 
K-basis (uO = 1, u,, u2, Us) of E, this last condition is in turn equivalent to 
the existence of a matrix P = (pV) 1 S i, j G 3 such that 
a, 0 0 
P” [ 0 a, 0 I P=I. 
0 0 a3 
We write down the matrix M associated to (1, u$, u2, u3) (cf. (1)). On the 
other hand, the matrix W given by 
1 0 0 0 
w=2 i 0 ui 0 0 
0 0 u2 0 
0 0 0 us I 
satisfies W’ W= (Tr(u,uj))06 i, j6-4 and MW-’ is a matrix with entries in K. 
Hence, the matrix P defined by the relation 
1 0 0 0 
2PMW-‘= ; [ 1 P 0 
lies in GL(4, K) and satisfies P~(Tr(~~ju~))P = I.
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A solution to the embedding problem is then provided by the element 
det(MP+,)=Zdet [ F[i :2 :]+I] 
=4(1 +Pllul +P**e+P33%), 
or, equivalently, by y = 1 +pllu, +pz2u2 +P~~z+. 
We recover then the solution given by Witt to this embedding problem 
[9, Section VI]. 
We consider now the case when QE is K-equivalent to Q4 for any q E 0 
(mod 4). 




and the element y of L defined above is nonzero. 
We build up y as 
y = 1 ( - 1 )acc) det C, 
C 
where C runs through a set of submatrices k x h+of MP+3, with n-q < 
k<n and 
0 0 J= 0 I,-, .[ 1
This set includes all matrices C which contain the n-q last rows and 
columns of MP + J and a number of the remaining rows and columns accord- 
ing to the following rules: 
(1) The rows of MP + J with indices 1 to q appearing in C satisfy the 
following condition: tf all 4 rows with indices 4i + 1 to 4i + 4 of MP + J 
appear in C for a certain number of i’s with 0 d i < q/4 - 1, then there is 
exactly the same number of i’s in this range such that none of the 4 rows 
4i + 1 to 4i + 4 appear in C. 
(2) For every i, where 0 < i< q/4 - 1, the columns of MP + J with 
indices between 4i + 1 and 4i + 4 appearing in C are determined by the row 
indices in the same range in the following way: 
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(a) Zf only one value appears among the row indices, the same one 
value appears among the column indices. 
(b) Zf two values appear among the row indices, the two others are 
the column indices. 
(c) Zf three values appear among the row indices, the same three 
values are the column indices. 
(d) Zf none of the four values appears among the row indices (resp. 
all four appear), then all four appear among the column indices (resp. none 
appears). 
For 6(C), we have 6(C) = C:!!/=“, ’ 6,(i), where S,(i) = 0 in cases (a) and 
(d) and in case (b) zf the row indices are 4i+j, and 4i+j2 with (j,, j,) = 
(1,2), (2, 3), or (3,4) and 6,(i)= +l in all other cases. 
This nonzero y then provides a solution to the embedding problem. 
Proof Let P be a matrix in GL(n, K) such that 
P’(Tr,, ,(uiuj))P= 
[ -2 zn:,l, 
The isomorphism from K” into E attached to P extends to an isomorphism 
from C(Q,) into C(QE). Let tk be the image of ek under this isomorphism 




W. 4r+4=t4i+1f4i+2t4i+3~ O<i<q-I 
wk = tk, q+l<k<n. 
Then ei -+ wi defines a Z/2Z-graded algebras isomorphism from C(Q) into 
C(QE). We can make z nonzero and so invertible by multiplying by (- 1) 
as many columns of P as necessary. Now, from (7) we get 
N(z) = Btwi) N(z) wi 
and so 
(W) wq -~w,)wi=w,(N(z)w,-w,), 1 didn. (10) 
Thus N(z) wy ... w1 lies in L* [4, 54:4]. Applying (7) and (lo), we get 
p(z)zw,-w,= c Wf’...W~(ZWq...W,)W~...W~’ 
E, = 0, I 
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and hence 
Wz)w, . . * wi = 29, (11) 
where y = L-component of zwq . . . wi. Writing down this element in terms 




vj;**vj,tj,***tj, tii ;.. tip 
q+l<jlc . -cj/<n > 
where l<i,< +.-<i,dq and l<ii;< . ..<i.,<q. If k=k’, the 
L-component of such a term is the determinant of the submatrix of MP + J 
including the rows i, , . . . . ikt q + 1, . . . . n and the columns i’, , . . . . ii, q + 1, . . . . n; 
if k # k’, it is then zero. By taking into account which are the terms with 
k = k’, we obtain the formation rules for the matrices C. The corresponding 
sign gives the value of 6(C). 
Finally, from (11 ), we get N(z) = 2‘9, . . . wy and Theorem 3 yields the 
result stated above. 1 
Remark. The number of matrices C appearing in the formula from 
Theorem 5 is 
Tf: 14kpzi(~)(k~i), where k=!. 
When K= Q;s, the embedding problem being considered is solvable if and 
only if QE N Q, over G and r2 - 0 (mod 4), where 2r, is the number of 
nonreal embeddings of E in C. Theorem 5 applies then to any solvable 
em~dding problem of type 6 + G N Cal(L / 0). Examples of such 
solvable problems are known with G=A,, where n ~0, 1,2 or 3 (mod 8), 
G=A,, G=A,, G=M,,, G=PSL(2,7) (cf. [1,2,8, lo]).’ 
EXAMPLE. We will now write down the 14 minors appearing in the 
formula giving the element y in the case G = As. 
Let x be a root of a polynomial fe Q[X] with Galois group A*. Let 
E= a(x) and denote by L, as before, the Galois closure of E in 0. Assume 
that the embedding problem A”8 -+ A, N Gal(L 1 Q) is solvable; we have 
then r2 = 4 (cf. [8]). 
The matrix of the trace form QE in the Q-basis (1, .x, . . . . x7) of E can be 
calculated by means of the Newton formulas. Let P be a matrix in 
GL(8, Qs) such that 
’ Examples of such solvable embedding problems with G = A,, for all values of n, have been 
provided recently by J. F. Mestre (“Extensions rkgulikres de Q(T) de groupe de Galois am”, 
to appear). 
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If x1 =x, x2, . ..) xs are the 8 roots of the polynomial f in 0, let M= (xi), 
l~i~8,O~j~7.LetusdenotebyAthematrixMP+J,whereJ=[~~]. 
We have then 
where A[ ] denotes the minor of the matrix A whose row indices are the 
ones appearing in the upper row in brackets and, in addition, 5, 6, 7, and 
8; and whose column indices are the ones appearing in the lower row in 
brackets and, in addition, 5, 6, 7, and 8. 
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